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Chapel, 12:30 P.M........................ November 18
New Cinema Festival: "Ride the High Country"
CU Theatre, 12:30 & 6:00................. November 18
C&L Series; Kenneth Boulding— "Disarmament and the
Economy" CU Theater, 12:30............... November 19
Faculty Senate, CU 301, 12:30...................... November 19
MAC Cross Country Championship
Belmont Plateau, tba..................... November 20
La Salle Basketball Club's "Meet the Team Night"
CU Club Room, 6:30.......................November 20
Alumni Homecoming Dinner Dance
CU Ballroom, 7:30........................November 21
Tap Off Rally - Open House
Entire Campus Open, 12:00 - 5:00.........November 22
Thanksgiving Mass, Chapel, 12:30...................November 23
Accounting Association Seminar
CU 307, 12:30............................November 24
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS..............................November 26-27
Penn State Swimming and Diving Relay Championships 
(Program dedicated to the memory of the late Joe 
Kirk), at Penn State University.................. November 28
C&L Series: Bishop Robert L. DeWitt, "The Church as 
Society in Miniature"
CU Theater, 12:30........................December 1
Basketball: SEASON OPENER, vs. Albright (away)
Reading, Pa., 8:00....................... December 2
C&L Series: John McMullan —  "The Changing Face of The
Inquirer", CU Theater, 12:30............. December 3
Academic Affairs Committee Meeting
CU 301, 2:30 P.M......... ................December 4
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS (Cont'd.)
Men's Chorale Concert
CU Theater, 8:00...........................December 4
Basketball: vs. LIU
Madison Square Garden, 1:30 
Alumni Reception following game
at Statler Hilton Hotel.............December 5
College Council, Presidential Suite
2:30 P.M................................... December 7
Curriculum Committee Meeting..............  December 8
C&L Series: Panel - "Women's Liberation"
CU Theater, 12:30 P.M................ . .December 8
Basketball: Home Opener vs. Miami
Palestra, 8:45............................. December 9
C&L Series: Forum: College President 
and Vice-Presidents
CU Theater, 12:30 P.M.......................December 10
Basketball: vs. Marshall
Palestra, 7:00............................. December 12
FIRST SEMESTER DAY CLASSES END........................December 14
FINAL EXAMINATIONS...............   December 15-22
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FACULTY BULLETIN CONT’D . PAGE THREE
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE APPROVES NEW COURSES
Two new courses entitled "Public Administration" and "Political Analysis" were 
approved in the Political Science department, and six hours of Military History were 
approved for credit in the History department at the November 6 meeting of the Aca­
demic Affairs Committee.
In addition, a proposal to give students academic credit for committee work, 
and a program of comparative studies in Urban Education, were accepted in principle 
by the committee.
The committee also requested the Evening Division Academic Affairs Committee to 
review policy on the transferring of "D" grades within the College.
An interim meeting will be held on November 20. The agenda will include: the 
report of the Evening Division Academic Affairs Committee on transferring "D" grades 
within the college; four courses proposed for the Speech and Drama program; reports 
by Brother Hugh N. Albright, F.S.C., dean of arts and sciences, on the Pre-Law pro­
gram, and on Independent Study for Theology majors; the mathematics department's 
request for course proposals and the dropping of one course; academic censure for 
total college and for students in the Academic Opportunity (Open Door) program; and 
a Computer Science course for the school of Business Administration.
* * *
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANT PROPOSAL PREPARED
Proposals from Joseph O'Grady, associate professor, history, Mark Pfeiffer, 
associate professor, psychology, and George Swoyer, associate professor, Marketing, 
were included in the college's National Science Foundation Grant Proposal, which was 
reviewed and edited by Brother Daniel Callahan, F.S.C., assistant professor, mathe­
matics, and Brother John O'Neill, F.S.C., assistant professor, mathematics. The 
college's proposal is to participate in the regional Cooperative Computing Activities 
Program.
* * *
LA SALLE APPLIES FOR PHI BETTA KAPPA CHAPTER
The college has recently made application for a Phi Beta Kappa chapter on cam­
pus. The national committee on qualifications of Phi Betta Kappa will select those 
institutions in the applying group to be retained for inspection during the trienni- 
um; their response is anticipated in early January.
* * *
IN-SERVICE TRAINING IN COMPUTER USE
In-service training in the use of the computer will be made available this 
summer by Brother Daniel Callahan, F.S.C., director of educational services, to 
whom preliminary inquiries may be directed. Additional information will be forth­
coming from the office of the Vice President, Academic Affairs.
* * *
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS (Cont'd.)
SNOW EMERGENCY CODE SET FOR LA SALLE
Announcement of the closing of institutions because of weather emergencies will 
again be made on radio and television via code numbers. La Salle’s day school code 
is 105, and the evening division code is 2105. Faculty are requested to make this 
announcement in their classes.
* * *
MEETING SLATED FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN
A meeting of all department chairmen is scheduled for Monday, November 30, in 
College Union 301, at 12:30 P.M.
********************************
ALUMNI
ALUMNI HOMECOMING DINNER DANCE TO BE HELD SATURDAY
The seventh annual Alumni Homecoming Dinner Dance will be held this Saturday, 
November 21, in the College Union ballroom. Cocktails will be served at 7:30 P.M. 
in the newly renovated Union clubroom, followed by dinner and dancing in the ballroom 
until 1:00 A.M. Tickets are priced at $15.00 per couple and can be procured by 
contacting Bill Fynes in the alumni office (ext. 421-22). All faculty and their 
friends are cordially invited to attend.
********************************
COUNSELING CENTER
FRESHMEN CREDENTIALS REPORT COMPLETED
The Freshman Credentials Report for the Class of 1974 has been compiled by 
Brother Arthur Bangs, F. S. C., assistant pr ofessor, Education. It is currently 
available in the Counseling Center.
********************************
GENERAL
OPEN HOUSE SET FOR SUNDAY
La Salle's annual Open House and "Tap Off Rally," featuring a variety of events, 
will be held beginning at 12 noon, Sunday, November 22, on campus.
The Open House, which was formerly held in the spring, will be highlighted by a 
helicopter demonstration in McCarthy Stadium sponsored by the college's Semper 
Fidelis Society. Some 20 campus organizations will sponsor displays and exhibits 
throughout the campus.
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GENERAL - OPEN HOUSE (Cont'd.)
La Salle's president, Brother Daniel W. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D, will speak at 1:30 
P.M. in the College Union Theatre. Other events will include a brief performance by 
the Theatre La Salle group, an ROTC band concert, a Hass in the student chapel and 
an awards presentation ceremony for the best exhibitors.
The "Tap Off Rally," at 3:00 P.M. in the Wister Hall Gymnasium, will include an 
address by basketball coach Paul Westhead and an intra-squad game of varsity and 
freshmen players. A dance for college-age men and women will be held in the Ballroom 
at 8:00 P.M.
The events are co-sponsored by the college's Student Organization Commission and 
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity.
* * *
COMMITTEE FORMED FOR JOE KIRK POOL CAMPAIGN
A committee composed of some 60 leaders from all walks of life has been formed to 
memorialize La Salle College's late swimming coach Joe Kirk by naming the new pool 
under construction in the college's Hayman Hall in his honor.
Many outstanding swimmers developed by Kirk at La Salle are serving on the com­
mittee, including: former Olympic star Joseph T. Verdeur, Albert A. Cantello, John 
M. Connolly, M.D., John L. Lumsden, James McLaughlin, M.D., Allen Rhodes, Edward A. 
Geisz, Robert Marks, D. Bruce Trainor, Jon Walheim, Peter Walheim, and Chick Webb.
Kirk, who founded swimming as an intercollegiate sport at La Salle in 1941 and 
coached 26 teams before his death last March 23, had a career won-lost record of 
213-65. He was posthumously inducted into the Pennsylvania Swimming Hall of Fame last 
April at Pennsylvania State University.
It was also announced that the program at the Penn State Swimming and Diving 
Relay Championships, November 28, at Penn State, will be dedicated to the memory of 
Joe Kirk.
******************************
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PUBLISHED, SPOKE, MET, ETC.
ASHCRAFT, Dr. Carolyn W., assistant professor, Psychology, has had an article entitl­
ed, "The Later School Achievement of Treated and Untreated Emotionally 
Handicapped Children," accepted for publication in The Journal of School 
Psychology, and for listing in Psychiatric Spectator. Also, she is a mem­
ber of a team of National Training Laboratory Associates who will sponsor 
an upcoming series of Weekend Laboratory Training Programs.
BANGS, Brother Arthur J., F.S.C., assistant professor, Education, attended October
meeting of the Philadelphia Personnel and Guidance Association; he is studying 
Rorschach techniques under Dr. Peotrowski at Temple University. Also, he 
compiled the Freshman Credentials Report For the Class of 1974.
ELLIS, Brother Patrick F., F.S.C., associate professor, English, will address the
Father-Son Banquet of La Salle High School, November 19 and The Catholic Col­
lege Co-ordinating Council, November 20. He will keynote the Tap Off Rally- 
Open House Activities November 22, and the High School Readers' Conference, 
sponsored by the Weber Society, December 5. In addition, Brother Patrick Ellis 
will eulogize the late Joe Kirk in a ceremony at the Penn State Swimming and 
Diving Relay Championships, November 28.
DIEHL, George K., assistant professor, Music, and BOUDREAU, Dr. Richard D., professor, 
French, attended the Middle Atlantic Conference of the Renaissance Society of 
America in Chestnut Hill.
GILLIGAN, Robert M., assistant professor, Psychology, has had examination questions 
of his authorship published by Appleton-Century-Crafts in Underwood's 
textbook, Experimental Psychology. Also, he delivered a speech, "Careers 
in Psychology,"at Northeast Catholic high school. In addition, he was an 
invited speaker at the College's First Academy weekend at Elkins Park.
GOLDNER, Dr. Bernard B., professor, Industry, has his Management seminar class in­
volved with four greater Philadelphia area companies in solving problems in 
new company formation, production and inventory and quality control, and 
foreign competition.
GUERIN, Francis J., MARKMANN, Joseph G., and DeANGELIS, Michael A., associate profes­
sors, Accounting, attended symposium sponsored by Haskings and Sells at the 
University of Pennsylvania. In attendance were representatives from various 
academic communities; discussion centered on "Developments in Accounting 
Education that have arisen from the 60's," and "Curriculm Planning for the 
70's."
KAMENIR, Abram M., instructor, Industry, recently attended the Philadelphia Business 
Show and Business Equipment Exposition (BEMA) in New York; he is a consul­
tant in Information Storage and Retreival Systems.
MAC LEOD, Dr. Bruce V., dean, School of Business Administration, delivered speech 
entitled, "The Contingency Theory of Management," to the Management Club 
at Standard Press Steel, Jenkintown, November 3.
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PUBLISHED, SPOKE, MET, ETC. (Cont’d.)
McNELIS, John F., assistant professor, Industry, has been re-elected as one of the 
directors of the WAMAR Corporation, one of three corporations developing 
the Poplar Plaza Shopping Center, to be run by black entrepreneurs. Also, 
he attended the Conference of the Higher Education Coalition of southeastern 
Pennsylvania at Kresheim Center with representatives of the community and 
several academic institutions, November 1.
MITCHELL, Lottie H., assistant professor, Psychology, presented paper on School 
Program at Haverford.
REIFSTECK, Thomas, associate professor, Marketing, delivered speech, "The Changing
Student on the Campus Scene," to Mobil Oil Corporation's Recruiting staff. 
Also, he spoke on "Placemen and Problems in the 70's" to the American 
Society for Personnel Association in Philadelphia, November 4.
RUDNYTZKY, Dr. Leo D., associate professor, German, will speak on "The Problems of
Teaching German," at the meeting of the Pennsylvania chapter of the AATG, 
November 21. Also, his article, "La Dolce Vita on La Via Dolorosa," 
which appeared in summer issue of La Salle, will be reprinted in next 
issue of Black Business Digest.
SCHRADER, Dr. Charles H., assistant professor, Psychology, has qualified for member­
ship in the International Transactional Analysis Association, following the 
completion of a seminar in transactional analysis.
SCHREINER, Dr. Frank J., associate professor, Psychology, led panel discussion on 
"Student Unrest and the Counsellor's Role," at Rosemont College, Novem­
ber 10. He spoke on "Maladjusted Children and the Christian Teacher" to 
St. Joseph’s nuns on November 6 and will do so again November 20. He 
attended the Counselling Center Directors' Workshop at the University of 
Kentucky, November 13-15. He has been appointed Representative of the 
American College Personnel Association division of the Pennsylvania Per­
sonnel and Guidance Association.
WEINSTEIN, Dr. Minna F., assistant professor, History, participated in session on
"English Monarchy" at Duquesne History Forum in Pittsburgh, October 29-31.
WHITMAN, Brother Phillip, F.S.C., associate professor, Accounting, participated in 
ASM workshop last October, and attended (with his students) recent BEMA 
convention in New York.
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IN THE LITERATURE
Greeley, Andrew M., "Malice in Wonderland; Misperceptions of the Academic
Elite," Change, Sept. - October, 1970 .
It has been a bad summer for the academy. In a recent Gallup Poll, the campuses 
found themselves described as the most serious problem the country faces, bar none. 
They rank ahead of Vietnam, inflation and the Black Pnathers as a cause of national 
concern. The academy has been appalled to discover that the majority of Americans 
thought that the Kent State murders were the fault of the students, and it has been 
amazed to learn that its support for a political candidate could easily become the 
kiss of death. Convinced as it was in the spring, as indeed it has been these sever­
al springs past, that it was the avant garde of a great popular revolution, the 
academy now finds itself wondering about its very survival, about the survival of its 
institutions, about the survival of education itself. Characteristically, it blames 
the situation on "the hard hats" or "the silent majority" or "the fascist mass" and 
does not pause to ask whether it is remotely possible that its own course has gone 
awry somewhere in between.
A look back: in a great burst of social consciousness, the academy in the last 
five years has striven passionately to be relevant. It has enlisted its students 
from minority groups and turned a sensitive ear to the aspirations of black and Third 
World peoples and to students as a whole. It has turned its considerable energies 
to the remaking of society, in particular to the causes of peace and racial justice. 
It would now appear that not merely have its efforts failed, but its efforts may even 
have become counterproductive to the very causes it has tried to support. Surely the 
academic peace movement, because of its tactics rather than its sentiments, has con­
sistently hardened the stand of hawks in American society. It may very well turn out 
that academic support for the so-called black revolution has slowed down rather than 
accelerated the pace of social improvement for American Negroes. (The question poses 
itself whether the socio-political activity of the academy, whether the academy it­
self, is not being increasingly regarded by some as suspiciously un-American, given 
these prodigious results of its efforts.) Some of the more thoughtful academics who 
labored through the summer in the difficult task of trying to re-establish communica­
tion with the rest of American society are now trying to figure out what went wrong.
What exactly did go wrong? The root of the problem is that the "world outside" 
did not react the way it was supposed to react. Which is to say, the people who in­
habit the world do not behave like academics. In this context, the word academic is 
not used to represent all, or even a majority of, college professors but rather the 
influential minority that sets the tone and the style and the fashion of the academy 
at a given time in its development. One must certainly include the allies of the 
academy in the mass media who tend to feel guilty vis-a-vis the full-fledged academ­
ic who presumably knows more and is morally purer than the huckster in the media.
But the crisis in the relationship between the academy and the world outside is not 
simply that the academic does not understand the world outside, not even that he 
does not think it worthwhile to attempt, to understand the world outside, but in fact 
that he is only barely aware that that world exists. The attitude was exquisitely 
summarized by a distinguished California political scientist at the time of Ronald 
Reagan's gubernatorial victory: "I'm astonished that the man won; nobody that I know 
voted for him."
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IN THE LITERATURE (Cont’d.)
The academic is so dazzled by the brillance of his analysis and expression 
characterizing the world in which he lives that it is not at all difficult for him to 
ignore the existence of the rest of the world (save as the rest of the world is mani­
fested in such social groups as the academic sees as special carriers of virtue— the 
youth and the blacks at the present time, for example.)
Given the nature and the social functions of the academy, such unawareness is 
not surprising. The academic is expected to be deeply involved in his own teaching 
and research; the rest of the world not only tolerates but encourages his isolation 
because it has come to believe that the isolation is necessary for the academic to do 
whatever he is supposed to do. Whether the isolation is ever really desirable may be 
a matter for question but it creates no serious problems until the academic discovers, 
usually with an overwhelming sense of guilt, that there are many things wrong with 
the rest of the world. Looking around and discovering the injustice and immorality 
"outside," he righteously decides something must be done about it. He asks, "If 
something must be done, then who better to do it?"
Perhaps the best possible answer to that question is, "Just about anyone." For 
when the academy decides to remake the rest of the world, whether the world wants to 
be remade or not, there is likely to be trouble, if only because the academic is but 
dimly aware of what motivates those human beings who are to be the object of his 
missionary zeal.
There are assumptions underlying such academic zealotry: 1) the academy knows 
how to remake society; 2) the rest of society will fall into line and permit itself 
to be remade once the academy has pointed out the nature of its immorality; and 3) 
the rest of society will be willing to pick up the tab while the academy proceeds to 
shape society according to its own image and likeness.
But none of these assumptions has proven true. Those who resist the academy’s 
missionary zeal can point out that the academics have an extremely difficult time 
keeping their own house in order, that the academic departments in colleges are 
usually but one step removed from chaos,that there is little evidence that the acade­
my has been very successful in its primary task of educating the young, and that it  
resolutely resists attempts by "outsiders" to evaluate its performance. In other 
words, the academy, having been unsuccessful in its own function, now assumes that 
it should be permitted to appropriate the functions of a number of other social in­
stitutions. Having failed to run the university well, it now assumes the right to 
be permitted to run the rest of society.
Such blithe academic pretensions are hardly justified by the realities. The 
facile talk around the universities about a coalition made up of "the young, the 
black, the poor, and the disaffected professionals" ignores the fact that the academy 
can count on the support of, at the most,one-third of the young, one-fifth of the 
black, and one-tenth of the whole country. Eldridge Cleaver and Leroi Jones speak no 
more for the silent majority of American blacks than Rennie Davis, Tom Hayden and 
Abbie Hoffman speak for more than a tiny fraction of those young people who have 
attended college. In fact, George Wallace seems to speak for more of the young na­
tionwide than he does for adults.
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IN THE LITERATURE (Cont'd.)
 In her book On Violence, Hannah Arendt, with characteristically incisive style, 
dismisses "the third world coalition" version of the academic assumption.
The students caught between the two superpowers and equally dis­
illusioned by East and West "inevitably pursue some third ideol­
ogy, from Mao’s China or Castro’s Cuba." Their calls for Mao,
Castro, Che Guevara, and Ho Chi Minh are like pseudo-religious 
incantations for saviors from another world; they would also call 
for Tito if only Yugoslavaia were farther away and less approach­
able. The case is different with the Black Power movement; its 
ideological commitment to the non-existent "Unity of the Third 
World" is not sheer romantic nonsense. They have an obvious in­
terest in a black-white dichotomy; this too is of course mere 
escapism— an escape into a dream world in which Negroes would 
constitute an overwhelming majority of the world's population.
Miss Arendt also disposes neatly of the third academic assumption— the assump­
tion that society will sit idly by and allow itself to be remade.
Self-interest, when asked to yield to "true" interest— that is, 
the interest of the world as distinguished from that of the self 
—  will always reply. Near is my shirt, nearer is my skin.
That may not be particularly reasonable,but it is quite realistic; 
it is the not very noble but adequate response to the time dis­
crepancy between men's private lives and the altogether different 
life expectancy of the public world. To expect people, who have 
not the slightest notion of what res publica, the public thing, 
is, to behave nonviolently and argue rationally in matters of 
interest is neither realistic nor reasonable.
To put the whole matter more directly, the academy is not the place to develop 
the skills required for political action, for persuasion, for coalition formation, 
for development of consensus; indeed, the academy is not even the place where most 
men can expect to acquire the skills which are necessary for dealing respectfully 
with those who have the temerity to exist beyond the boundaries of the academic grove.
To the world outside, the academic missionary looks intolerant, reactionary, 
authoritarian, hypnotized by his own rhetoric, and ignorant of political reality.
When such a man becomes involved in politics, the first reaction of the world outside 
is to laugh; its second, perhaps, to call a psychiatrist; and its third, as it turns 
out, to summon the police or the National Guard.
The accusation of intolerance is especially hard for the academy to bear because 
it has always prided itself on its openness and ability to accept deviance and dis­
sent. Yet Professor Marcuse's philosophical intolerance quickly found a hearing in 
academia, and for the past five years the academy has sat on its hands while young 
fascist toughs have disrupted other people's right of freedom of speech and freedom  
of assembly. Nor does it have much room for those who dissent in other than the 
fashionable and approved mode. The cases of W.W. Rostow, Arthur Jensen, and Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan each illustrate how little room there is in the academy for dissent 
that is not approved by the arbiters of fashion. I happen to disagree with Rostow 
and Jensen, and to agree with Moynihan.  The issue is not the personalities or the 
beliefs of the three but whether the intellectual positions they take are to be the 
objects of rational and civilized discussion. The fashion of self-righteous dismis­
sal of their positions prior to such discussion is as classic a case of intolerance
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as one could ask for.
Rostow and Jensen have been effectively punished and apparently even reduced 
to silence, though a very distinguished American scholar displayed what I take to 
be an authentically tolerant reaction to Jensen. When asked whether he thought that 
Jensen was a racist or not, the scholar replied, "What does it matter?" There 
was a time when such a response in the academy would have been taken for granted. 
Moynihan, cut from a somewhat different cloth, has chosen to fight back (see the 
introduction to the new edition of Beyond the Melting Pot). But one is not surprised, 
not at least if one knows academia from the inside, by the intolerance displayed 
toward these men. One need only to read the book reviews and the letters to the 
editor in professional journals or to participate in the factional feuds which yearly 
rack academic departments to know that in academia certain kinds of dissent are 
legitimate and others strictly off the mark. The academic is serenely confident 
of his own judgment and thus assumes that those who dare to disagree with him are 
not only wrong, but are either stupid or in bad faith or, quite conceivably, both.
It is amusing to read the words of a card-carrying academic like Columbia historian 
Robert Paul Wolff, in his Ideal of the University (see also Change, Sept.-Oct.’69).
He engages in some embarrassingly painful anti-Catholic bigotry— of the sort that 
one had thought academics had long ago given up— and trots out the hoary cliche 
about the similarity between loyalty to Rome and loyalty to Peking and Moscow.
Wolff is exceedingly confident, of course, that he is himself undoctrinaire and 
undogmatic, even though he was jointly authored a collection of essays with Professor 
Marcuse and has written in His Ideal of the University what is almost a caricature 
of academic dogmatism.
One of the quaint notions of the academy is that certain groups of people are 
what we used to call in Christianity "confirmed In grace" — which is to say that 
they can do no wrong and that any attempt to bring them to trial for alleged 
wrongdoing is "political persecution." Thus, Father Berrigan was described as the 
first priest to be a political fugitive, even though there are many clergymen who held 
exactly the same positions but were not fugitives because they had not destroyed 
government property. Similarly, it would appear that many in the Yale community 
believe that it is immoral to bring the Black Panthers into court no matter how 
strong the evidence or how brutal the crime. Any charges against the Panthers are by 
definition political, in their view. Tom Hayden did little more than reflect the 
attitude of many in the Yale community when he announced that in this case the 
facts were completely irrelevant. Surely this is a rather quaint notion of justice, 
one with which the family of the young black who was killed might, with good reason, 
disagree.
If academics cannot be tolerant of those who dissent within their own grove, 
it is hardly likely that they will be tolerant enough to engage in persuasion 
instead of denunciation when they venture beyond their own boundaries. Nor, for 
all their claims to be "liberal" or "radical," are academics inclined to be either 
liberal or radical when their own self-interests are at stake. They are only too 
happy to be liberal or radical with the jobs of construction workers, the schools 
of white ethnics, the admission standards for other peoples’ children; but when it 
comes to their own course schedule, their own class hour loads, the requirements 
in their own departments, the sanctity of their own teaching style, or the 
privileges of their own classrooms, academics yield to no one in their ability to 
resist change and progress. Anyone who is engaged in educational reform efforts 
(which do not involve closing down class and sending faculty and students off to 
the barricades) realizes that the real barrier to educational reform is the faculty.
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It is at precisely those schools where the faculty has the greatest power that 
instructional change is the least likely to occur. The suggestion of Wolff and others 
that the college be turned over to the faculty (and their student allies) would 
guarantee absolute paralysis of all efforts at instructional reform. He who is 
not open to change in his own bailiwick demands change from others with very little 
grace. And the world outside can say to the academic,"Why do you presume to demand 
that we make sacrifices, when you’re not willing to give up anything yourself?”
So convinced is he of the need of virtue— -and of course of his own virtue—
that the academic is perfectly willing to impose virtue on others, so long as it 
is his kind of virtue. The faults and the failings of the Grand Inquisitor are 
railed against in the literature courses, but they have not by any means been exor­
cised from the academy. The latest scheme for imposing virtue is the "randomiza­
tion of admissions” advocated by Wolff and others. The splendid plurality and plur­
alism of higher education is to be abolished. Students are no longer to choose 
their own college, and colleges are no longer to choose their own students. The 
great god of the computer will randomly assign students to institutions, and they 
will have to go there whether they want to or not. It will, of course, take an 
immense amount of coercion— either governmental or quasi-govemmental-to impose 
such a "noble experiment," and a vast amount of supervision and enforcement machinery 
to make sure there are no violations.
Young people would be inclined to despise the school they were being forced 
to attend, and faculty members would find it difficult to teach students who were 
in a school they did not want to attend. Parents might rebel at paying for an 
education in an institution in which they had no confidence. But these kinds of 
reactions from free men demanding freedom of choice are to be casually dismissed in 
the name of "equality of opportunity." De Tocqueville feared that America would 
be a country where freedom would be sacrificed in the name of equality. From the 
point of view of authoritarians like Wolff, this has turned out to be a happy 
prediction.
There if, of course, no evidence that such randomization of admissions would 
indeed do much to facilitate the equality of opportunity in American society, just 
as there is no evidence that compulsory busing of white students to black schools 
does much to improve educational opportunities for black students. However, both 
procedures are immensely satisfying to the academic turned philosopher-king and 
his need for order, neatness and virtue. The whole question of equality of oppor­
tunity is a complex one that is beyond the scope of this essay, but it is sufficient 
to say that it is not a problem that will yield to simpleminded solutions, even 
when these solutions are not such as to require that they be imposed on the 
rest of society with brute force.
Wolff is in favor of randomization of admissions more because it will eliminate 
the horror of taking college entrance exams for young people than because it will 
equalize the social structure. I do not like the "college boards" because I don’t 
think they evaluate anything meaningful; and I think the emotional atmosphere 
around them— usually engendered by upper-middle-class parents— is sick. But in a 
society such as ours there is going to be at some point an "objective" evaluation 
of competency, and Wolff’s reform will not eliminate it. His solution would mean that 
the anxiety would focus on the toss of the dice rather than on something over which 
a young person has some control. Postponing that evaluation would create new problems.
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The academic is convinced in his heart of hearts that those on the outside 
are not virtuous, because of ignorance or malice of both; therefore, he sees no 
choice but to constrain them to virtue. It is but one logical step, then, to 
argue, as a sociologist recently argued in The New York Times Magazine, that since 
one cannot get virtuous action by majority rule, one must abandon majority rule; 
and it is but one more logical step to sympathize with, and even applaud, violence 
as a menas of forcing society to be virtuous. When a minority imposes its will 
on the majority, especially by violence, what one has, of course, is fascism. The 
tragic young SDS leader who was destroyed by one of his own bombs really made 
explicit what he had learned from his mentors when he commented that if fascism was 
what was required, then fascism it would be. One ought not to be surprised if 
the rest of society chooses to call the National Guard when faced with a minority 
dedicated to imposing its own notion of virtue on the majority.
What is missing from the academic’s morality is the capacity for compassion- 
at least compassion for those who are not members of the groups that have been 
deemed acceptable recipients of compassion. The Yale faculty member whom 
Michael Lerner quotes as implying that Italians are an inferior race (because Mario 
Procaccino dared to run against the WASP saint, John Lindsay) is not the sort of 
man one wants to seen engaging in political behavior.
Kenneth Keniston has argued repeatedly that many student radicals are young 
men and women of very high moral development, but recently he has had some 
doubts about abstract moral principles. They are, he suggests in an article in 
Youth and Society (Sept. '69).
..intimately-perhaps inevitably-related to the 
development of moral self-righteousness, zealotry, 
dogmatism, fanaticism, and insensitivity...In pur- 
suite of his own personal principles, a man will 
ride rough shod over others who do not share these 
principles, will disregard human feelings, or even 
destroy human life. During the period when the 
"end of ideology" was being announced on all 
sides, when instrumental and consensus politics 
were being extolled, we learned to identify abstract 
personal principles with dogmatic and destructive 
moral zealotry. How are we to combine these two 
perspectives? Do we see in Brewster Smith’s find­
ings confirmation of the view that student activists 
are dangerous moral zealots? Or do we adhere to 
Kohlberg’s implication that such individuals are 
more likely moral heroes than despots?
Keniston's response is that "whether the highest stages of moral reasoning 
lead to destructive zealotry or real ethicality depends upon the extent to which 
moral development is matched by development in other sectors. The critical realted 
sectors of development, I submit, are those which involve compassion, love, or 
empathic identification with others." Keniston goes on to say:
Many moral zealots, bigots, and dogmatists are of 
course describable, in Kohlberg’s terms, as convention­
alists, while others are perhaps permanent regresses to 
the Raskolnikoff Syndrome. But there are at least a 
few whom we know from person experience of from history who 
seem truly post-conventional in moral reasoning, but whose 
genuine adherence to the highest moral values is not matched
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by compassion, sympathy, capacity for love and empathy.
In such individuals, the danger of breaking human eggs to 
make a moral omelet, of injuring people in order to advance 
one's own moral principles, is all too real (Laquer, 1962).
Thus, neatly to identify even the highest levels of moral 
reasoning with human virtue, much less with mental 
health, maturity, and so on, would be a serious 
mistake, What we might term "moral precocity" in 
youth— high moral development not attended by comparable 
development in other sectors of life— may indeed be 
dangerous...What is dangerous is any level of moral 
development, be it post-conventional, conventional, 
or pre-conventional, in the absence of a developed capacity 
for compassion, empathy and love for one's fellow men.
All of which is surely very true, and anyone who knows Professor Keniston 
knows that he is personally a superb example of compassion, love and empathy.
But what is one to say of an alleged pattern of moral development which produces 
principles without necessarily producing compassion, love or empathetic 
identification? Professor Keniston himself admits:
...what is true for most is not true for all; and 
historically, many crimes have been committed in the 
name of the highest principles, sincerely held. In the 
end, the findings of developmental psychology in the 
context of youthful political activism may merely 
return us to ancient truisms— compassion without mor­
ality is sentimental and effusive, while morality with­
out compassion is cold and inhumane.
Indeed, yes, one is forced to say, but then compassion is at the very core of 
morality. The moral system which does not demand compassion is an inadequate 
moral system. But one wonders why the academy is discovering compassion so very 
late in the radical game.
The academic is skilled in the articulation of his thought. In his ordinary 
activity of teaching and research such skills are of immense value, but they can be 
counterproductive when he chooses to engage in political rhetoric. Unlike the 
politician, the academic seems to be subject to the temptation to take his rhetoric 
not only seriously but literally. If he speaks of revolution, he actually beings 
to believe that there is a revolution. If he tosses around the word 
establishment a sufficient number of times, he begins to believe that it is not a 
mythological term but one to which there is a corresponding reality. If he 
pontificates often enought about what the "young" and the "black" want, then he will 
begin to believe that the few young people he knows and the few blacks he has 
heard or read actually represent what the majority of the young and the black 
are really seeking. If he compares the United States frequently enough to 
Nazi Germany, he begins to believe that there are Nazi stormtroopers in the 
streets, that Richard Nixon actually is an Adolf Hitler who intends to cancel 
the 1972 election, that John Mitchell really is a Heinrich Himmler who is 
setting up concentration camps, that the United States has really embarked on a 
policy of genocide against the black and brown people in its midst, and that 
Daniel Berrigan, in a mad exercise of romantic narcissism, has become Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer reincarnate.
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This confusion of rhetoric with reality involves no particular problem 
unless one chooses one's political strategy to fit one's rhetoric. If one 
really believes that he is in a Nazi society and that there is a revolution 
in progress, then he is not likely to attempt to engage in political 
dialogue with the 90 percent of the society that has sold out to the Nazis.
And yet, it is a peculiar kind of revolutionary rhetoric. Secure in his 
tenured professorship in the department of semantics at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Professor Noan Chomsky can call other scholars mandarins. 
Theodore Roszak, in a very scholarly, mass-produced paperback volume, can 
denounce both objective conciousness and technology, which apparently means 
other people's objective consciousness and other people's technology.
University faculties, one of the most secure and established groups in our 
society, see no contradiction in denouncing the "establishment" and are utterly 
horrified when the rest of society threatens to hack at the university's 
budgetary increase for the next academic year. One wonders in passing what kind 
of revolution it is when the revolutionaries expect to collect their salaries 
or their salaries or their grade point averages while continuing to engage in 
their revolutionary activities. One wonders if there was a singly faculty member 
in the country who lost a single day's pay during the so-called May Revolution.
The academic is so bemused by his own rhetoric that he thinks he can keep on 
biting the hand that feeds him without that hand ever becoming so 
"immoral" as to withdraw itself.
Finally, from the point of view of the world outside, academics, when they 
begin to engage in social reform, show extraordinary ignorance. Arnold Kaufman, 
the philosopher, recently admitted that he and a number of other California 
academics made a mistake when they argued four years ago that there was no 
difference between Pat Brown and Ronald Reagan. Men who are so tardy 
in coming to so obvious a conclusion can scarcely expect to be taken very 
seriously, but the academic-turned-social-reformer is simply not aware of 
how other people think or feel. He can write them off as hard hats, 
or white ethnics, or middle Amiercans; he can dismiss them as admirers of 
Mayor Daley, and that settles the problem. That they might be deeply, even 
passionately concerned about their neighborhood, about their schools, about 
safety in the streets, about patriotic values, about morality, and about religin 
is of no consequence to the academic except as evidence of how benighted and 
inferior these "hard hats" really are. Are they put off by beards, long hair 
drugs, free sex and bizarre clothes? Well then, so much the worse for them; 
as one professor observed in The New York Times Magazine, "No reasonable man 
could object to someone wearing a beard." The 90 percent who constitute the 
"hard hat" society are then not reasonable men and are not to be taken seriously; 
but even though they are not reasonable, it is still expected that they will 
continue to finance the subversion of their own value systemand their own 
social structure by those who have dismissed them as unreasonable.
So dogmatically convinced are the academic reformers of the rightness 
of their own analysis that they are quite unaware of the almost total failure 
of direct action protests since 1967. They are also convinced that student 
enthusiasm was responsible for Senator McCarthy's early primary victories, 
and that the confrontation between Mayor Daley's police and the student radicals 
in front of Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel was what beat Hubert Humphrey.
The existence of impeccable research demonstrating that the students had little 
impact on the early support for Senator McCarthy and that the battle of 
Chicago was, if anything, an asset to the Democratic party is not likely to
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change their opinion. One is reminded again of the political scientist who did 
not know anyone who voted for Ronald Reagan.
So convinced is the academic of the superiority of his own position that he 
is certain that the petitions he signs, the resolutions he votes for, and the 
interminable discussions in his faculty meetings will have an automatic 
importance in the world beyond the academic groves. And when he moves out 
of the grove, not merely to remake society, but to engage in direct political 
campaigning, he does so with the serene confidence that his political 
activity could not possibly turn out to be counterproductive. It is absolutely 
unthinkable, for example, that other voters may be incensed and even infuriated 
if universities close down two weeks before the election and hordes of young 
people swarm about the country as political missionaries. The hard hat who 
must continue on hig job is supposed to take if for granted that the morally 
superior academic is exampt from any equal obligation.
The typical academic suffers from an excess of what can only be called 
religious zeal and a deficiency of sensitivity to the hopes and fears of those 
different from himself. These characteristics may not be an accident. 
Sociological research by Joseph Zelan and myself indicates that academics 
are disproportionately recruited from those who come from unhappy familites, 
have left behind their own religious faith, and have turned to academia as a 
substitute church. Furthermore, the graduate school training process is the 
logical conclusion to an educational system which trains one to develop as 
fully as possible his capacity for abstract cognition and articulation at the 
expense of his poetic, intuitive, and imaginative capacity. Emotions are 
socially approved in academia as long as one is able to talk about them 
rationally and articulately. Thus, Roszak and other advocates of the 
counterculture (who incidentally make the marvelous assumption that the counter­
culture could survive even if it weren’t subsidized by the main culture) sing 
the glories of feeling and emotion when enjoyed by those who are objective and 
articulate. The poor slobs who are incapable of that kind of self-analysis 
are of course "hard hats," and neither they nor their emotions are to be taken 
very seriously.
If one looks for historical analogies to the combination of limited 
cognition and religious fervor that caouse individuals to embark on the 
path of political and social reform, one must turn to the Middle Ages and 
those peculiar institutions, the religious-military orders. The Knights 
Templar, the Knights of St. John, the Teutonic Knights, venturing forth into 
battle with bravery, zeal and fervor, were very much like today’s academic 
crusader-reformers, with one difference: the crusader-knights in the Middle 
Ages won some signal victories (one order, the Knights of Malta, has managed 
to survive to the present day, though they are not presently fighting any 
crusade). The "crusader-knights" of the contemporary academy, however, are 
not winning any victories, and, in some instances, they are even snatching 
defeat from the jaws of victory. It would be much better, one suspects, 
if they went back to teaching students or, to be precise, if they began to 
teach students.
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Yet one need not despair completely. Many of the faculty and students 
who are preparing to engage in the fall political campaigns are approaching their 
work as dialogists and not as missionaries. They seem to be willing not 
only to talk to potential converts in the silent majority but also to listen 
to them— a difficult task for anyone, and especially for an intellectual. A 
small but growing group of young people— one thinks particularly of Michael Lerner 
and Wallace Roberts— have already discovered that it is possible for a young 
liberal academic to learn something from a middle-aged ethnic working man. If 
the fall campaign produces more young academics who are tolerant of and 
compassionate toward those who are different from them, it might be a revolution 
of considerable importance in American social relationships. It might even 
be that a new generation of academics will emerge who do not see their 
vocation as compelling them to destroy and remake their students' 
values. Under such circumstances, real higher education— which necessarily 
respects who the students are and where they come from— might begin.
